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California and New York:   
Municipal opportunities in  
high-tax states still remain

As noted in our 2021 Top Five 
Municipal Market Insights published 
in January, we believed the 
municipal market would be resilient 
due to the essential nature of 
municipal finance in the US. Since 
that time, municipal credit 
fundamentals have exceeded 
expectations and strong investor 
cash flows have pushed bond 
prices higher and spreads tighter in 
2021. We now reach a pivotal point 
in public policy as the market is 
contemplating anticipated initiatives 
including infrastructure spending, 
increasing employment 
opportunities, and addressing 
climate change. In addition, investor 
anticipation of higher federal taxes 
increases the value of tax exemption 
and municipal demand.

In our opinion, increased demand  
for tax-free income will be most 
apparent in states like California and 
New York, where taxes are already 
high relative to national averages.

Overview

California and New York: Achieving 
diversification in high-tax states 
Within the municipal market, some states possess a unique set of characteristics, 
where “state-focused” municipal investment strategies present a compelling 
opportunity for many residents of those states. This would include states with sound 
long-term credit fundamentals, diverse issuance, and strong demand stemming  
from high-income tax rates. We believe California and New York fit that profile better 
than any other states, especially with respect to tax rates and wealth levels.

In addition to the obvious value provided by income exempt from both federal and 
state taxes, California and New York residents benefit from their ability to achieve 
broad diversification given the significant size of their respective municipal markets. 

While the COVID-19 pandemic should not be underestimated given its lasting 
impact on certain pockets of credit, much of the municipal market, including 
the States of California and New York, have demonstrated resilience with 
revenue collections exceeding mid-2020 forecasts. Although the pandemic 
has led to a paradigm shift in our market, and the economic recovery will 
continue to be uneven in our opinion, we believe there continues to be 
attractive investment opportunities for municipal investors who are well-
positioned to tactically adjust portfolio exposures. We believe this approach 
provides better total return opportunities than strategies anchored to more 
traditionally passive investment approaches.

https://www.newyorklifeinvestments.com/assets/documents/perspectives/2021-muni-insights.pdf
https://www.newyorklifeinvestments.com/assets/documents/perspectives/2021-muni-insights.pdf
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Figure 1: New York and California comprise meaningful portions of the municipal market 
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Source: SIFMA Municipal Bond Credit Report, as of 12/31/20.

State of the states: California and New York credit profiles 
While the impact of the pandemic should not be underestimated, some are surprised to see revenue collections  
at the state level across the country outpacing more dire projections made in mid-2020, several months into  
the pandemic. 2021 state tax revenue collections have shown strong recovery, erasing 2020 COVID-related losses 
and in some states reporting stronger and growing tax revenues as the economy moves forward. Adding to the 
recovery has been the backdrop of federal aid offered to the state and local governments from the passage of the 
American Rescue Plan Act of 2021, which will provide $350 billion to state and local governments to offset lost 
revenues due to the pandemic and provide stimulus for economic growth and recovery available through 2024.

As the world’s fifth-largest economy and top issuer in the municipal market, the State of California reported 
FY 2021 state tax revenues collections were $75 billion higher than originally budgeted led by the near doubling 
of personal income tax collections and strong sales tax collections. As the California economy has recovered, it has 
become evident that high-wage jobs have, for the most part, benefited from work-from-home conditions and 
continue to feed large personal income tax collections, which account for two-thirds of the State of California’s 
tax revenues. Additionally, strong sales tax collections, buoyed by the recovery of consumer and business 
spending, have led to the State reporting over $25 billion in reserves.

Similarly, the State of New York, as the second largest issuer in the municipal market, has also managed through 
revenue losses brought on by the pandemic. Despite a 5.6% forecast reduction in revenues and sizable projected 
out-year gaps, recent tax revenues have recovered and are trending at 2019 levels as the economy has reopened. 
Job recovery is beginning to show positive signs for the New York economy, as both Personal Income Tax and 
Consumption/Use Tax receipts are reporting over 30% growth from 2020 collections. 

For both States of California and New York, many ask about the changing demographics and impact of 
outmigration as residents seek to reduce expenses by moving to other states. California and New York have not 
experienced the double-digit increase in population that other states, predominantly in the south and southwest, 
have experienced. However, population declines in 2020 were minimal at less than 1% (according to the U.S. 
Census Bureau estimates) and may stem more from a lack of net immigration due to COVID-19 restrictions in 
2020. Interestingly, concerns about outmigration impact on the state economies of California and New York can 
possibly be offset by the evidence of continued increase in personal income tax collections and wage growth.

California and New York are the two largest issuers in the market. Together, they represent approximately 27%  
of the outstanding municipal debt market. In any given period, the two states are likely to drive new issuance as 
well. This has continued to be the case more recently, as California and New York accounted for over one-quarter 
of the record total debt issuance in 2020. 
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Monitoring tax policy at the federal and state level
When looking at a variety of factors, we believe taxes will trend higher at both the federal and state level. 

At the federal level, we believe investors will anticipate the Biden administration pushing federal taxes higher, 
increasing the value of tax exemption and municipal demand. 

We believe the anticipation of higher taxes stems from growing federal deficits, funding stimulus packages of  
the past and future, and the expansionary nature of the Biden administration’s agenda in general.

While the future construct remains to be seen, personal income and corporate tax rates could escalate to levels 
seen prior to the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (TCJA). Within TCJA, the top marginal rate was cut from 39.6%  
to 37%, while reducing some lower brackets at the same time, and corporate tax rates were cut from 35% to 21%.  
If a full or partial reversal of these tax cuts is passed, both individuals and traditional corporate investors, such as 
banks and property & casualty insurance companies, may be motivated to invest more in tax-free municipal bonds.

In terms of high-tax states, California and New York remain at the top of the list. The State of New York’s recent 
budget takes it a step further where those in the highest tax bracket will see an increase from 8.82% to 9.65%  
for single filers with taxable incomes in excess of $1,077,500, heads of households in excess of $1,616,450, and 
joint filers in excess of $2,155,350. At the same time, two new higher brackets were added for income in excess 
of $5 million at a rate of 10.3% and $25 million at a rate of 10.9%. 

As a result, New York City residents will now have combined income tax at a rate as high as 14.8%, the highest 
combined state and local tax rate in the country, exceeding the State of California’s highest tax rate of 13.3%.  
(At the same time, the budget does include tax cuts within some of the lower brackets.) 

When considering future tax policy, some ask about the state and local tax (SALT) deduction cap of $10,000 also 
passed within the TCJA of 2017 and under consideration for reform under the proposed tax programs. Currently, 
we believe the impact on municipal technicals would be modest at best in light of taxes trending higher and broad 
demand for tax-exempt municipals in general. 

Figure 2: State-level tax trends and considerations: How high are individual income  
tax rates in your state?

Top State Marginal Individual Income Tax Rates, 2021
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Figure 3: Tax-equivalent yield increases meaningfully within the context of high-tax states
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Tax-equivalent yield calculations are based on the blended rates derived from a top federal income tax rate of 37%, the 3.8% net investment income tax, top state income 
tax rates of 10.90% and 13.30% in New York and California, respectively, and an additional city tax of 3.88% for New York City. This does not factor in state and local  
income tax deductions. Returns are hypothetical and do not represent any specific investment.

State vs. national—considering a municipal bond allocation 
When we think about opportunities in the municipal market, especially given the potential effects of tax reform, 
we believe there are important takeaways for municipal investors to consider as they look to capitalize on these 
opportunities, while managing risks in an evolving and complex market.

In states like California and New York, we believe high-income earners have the potential to benefit from investing 
the majority of their municipal assets within their respective states. In addition to the incremental benefits of the 
state income tax exemption, the breadth and depth of these two markets allow investors to achieve broad 
diversification not available in many other states.

For many of the same reasons, we believe municipal investors residing outside of California and New York also 
have the potential to benefit from an increased emphasis on credits from these states. Although the incremental 
value provided by the state tax exemption wouldn’t apply, investors building a national portfolio can benefit from 
the attractive credit profiles and improving economic fundamentals that we have discussed, as well as the more 
diverse issuance.

While it may seem counterintuitive for New York or California residents to have exposure to municipal bonds 
outside of their respective state, especially in light of the points highlighted in this paper, complementing the 
portfolios with a smaller allocation to municipals on a “national level” should be considered. Opportunistic exposure 
outside of these states is still attractive, as such exposure provides an additional layer of diversification and 
expands the ability to capitalize on mispricings throughout the rest of the market. 

In addition, as residents of high-tax states are likely to gravitate towards municipal bond opportunities following 
expected tax reform, the potential for spread compression over time makes bonds incrementally more attractive 
to investors residing in other states as well.
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Figure 4: Allocation recommendations — specialty state and national  
portfolio perspectives
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Conclusion 
When one evaluates California and New York in terms of credit profile, diverse issuance, and  

strong demand stemming from high-income taxes, it’s clear to see why the municipal investment 

opportunity within these states has been compelling for some time. While the COVID-19 pandemic 

has created a paradigm shift in terms of municipal credit, the asset class continues to demonstrate 

resilience through its ability to withstand economic disruption. We believe this is, in part, due to the 

essentiality of services and projects comprising much of the municipal market, coupled with the 

reliability of most revenues supporting the market including income tax, property tax, sales tax,  

and dedicated revenue streams. 

We believe residents of certain high-tax states, California and New York for example, should consider 

a material exposure to bonds issued in their respective state, complemented by a national approach 

seeking to capture opportunities across the balance of the municipal market. In doing so, MacKay 

Municipal Managers believes an active, relative-value, and total-return-oriented approach that seeks 

to capitalize on market inefficiencies lends itself well to the current municipal market.

For more information, including regular updates and insights about the municipal markets, visit 
newyorklifeinvestments.com.

https://www.newyorklifeinvestments.com/investment-strategies/muni-360
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Definitions
Diversification does not ensure a profit or protect against a loss in a declining market.

Spread compression: When a bond price goes up, its yield goes down. Spread compression is said to have occurred when the yield on a 
previously higher-yielding bond comes down due to strong demand.

About risk
Municipal securities risks include the ability of the issuer to repay the obligation, the relative lack of 
information about certain issuers, and the possibility of future tax and legislative changes, which could 
affect the market for and value of municipal securities. Such uncertainties could cause increased volatility 
in the municipal securities market and could negatively impact the Fund’s net asset value and/or the 
distributions paid by the Fund. Securities purchased by the Fund that are liquid at the time of purchase 
may subsequently become illiquid due to events relating to the issuer of the securities, market events, 
economic conditions, or investor perceptions.

For more information 
888-474-7725
newyorklifeinvestments.com

New York Life, MainStay Investments, and their affiliates do not provide legal, accounting, or tax advice. You should obtain advice specific to your 
circumstances from your own legal, accounting, and tax advisors.

This material contains the opinions of the MacKay Municipal ManagersTM team of MacKay Shields LLC but not necessarily those of MacKay Shields LLC. 
The opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice. This material is distributed for informational purposes only. Forecasts, estimates, 
and opinions contained herein should not be considered as investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment 
product. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed. Any forward-looking statements 
speak only as of the date they are made and MacKay Shields assumes no duty and does not undertake to update forward-looking statements. No part 
of this document may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission of MacKay Shields LLC. 
©2021, MacKay Shields LLC. All rights reserved. 

Past performance is not indicative of future results.

MacKay Municipal Managers is a trademark of MacKay Shields LLC. 

MacKay Shields LLC is an affiliate of New York Life Investments. “New York Life Investments” is both a service mark, and the common trade name, of 
certain investment advisors affiliated with New York Life Insurance Company. Securities are distributed by NYLIFE Distributors LLC, 30 Hudson Street, 
Jersey City, NJ 07302, a wholly owned subsidiary of New York Life Insurance Company. NYLIFE Distributors LLC is a Member FINRA/SIPC. 
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